《实用大学英语快速阅读》（基础篇）

教学参考
Unit 1  Reservation

Passage 1  Plane Ticket Purchasing Online
I  Multiple Choice

II  Organizing the Order
C–F–E–D–A–B

Passage 2  Reservation Duties
I  Gap Filling

II  Judgment

Passage 3  Making the Online Reservation Experience Enjoyable
I  Short Answer Questions
1. A researcher from Ohio State University.
2. The importance of “flow” in hotel reservations.
3. No. The key element is the pleasurable features online.
4. Take cues from movies and video games.
5. Hedonic characteristics and utilitarian elements.

II  Summary Completion
1. hotel reservations online
2. enjoyable/pleasurable
3. seductive
4. online environment
5. reliable
6. customer experience

Unit 2 Cyber Era

Passage 1 Five Ways Your Life Will Change in the Cyber Future

I Multiple Choice

II Gap Filling

Passage 2 Students’ Online Privacy

I Summary Completion
1. vulnerable
2. access
3. disturbing
4. exchange
5. online predators
6. facilitate

II Short Answer Questions
1. Because they can leave a person’s privacy exposed to the Internet.
2. For emergencies.
3. Because students wrongly assume what they post online are anonymous.
4. By email, text, instant message, social networking sites, blogs etc.
5. To arouse students’ awareness of their online privacy.

Passage 3 Fight against Internet Addiction

I Organizing the Order
D–C–B–A–F–E

II Judgment
Unit 3  Social Network

Passage 1  Social Networking Sites in US
I  Multiple Choice
II  Judgment

Passage 2  Social Networking Effects on Kids
I  Organizing the Order
C-E-F-A-B-D
II  Gap Filling

Passage 3  Social Anxiety Disorder
I  Short Answer Questions
1. Social Anxiety Disorder.
2. The previous embarrassing experience or negative comments from others.
3. She was speechless, unable to recollect anything from the meeting.
4. Learning the basic skills of emotional intelligence.
5. You may need professional help.
II  Summary Completion
1. psychological
2. suffer
3. negative
4. turned down
5. approaches
6. anxiety
Unit 4  Fashion

Passage 1  Barbie Fashion over the Years
  
I  Multiple Choice

II  Organizing the Order
   E–C–A–B–F–D

Passage 2  The Trend of Wearing Leggings as Pants

I  Multiple Choice

II  Gap Filling

III  Judgment

Passage 3  Summer Fashion Design Camp

I  Short Answer Questions
   1. The Garment Center of Boston.
   2. Press, fashion designers, buyers and more.
   3. Four.
   4. All camp related supplies, materials, and trips.
   5. 5%.

II  Summary Completion
   1. a fashion designer
   2. conceptualize
   3. showrooms
   4. independently
   5. assistant
   6. discount
Unit 5  Celebrity

Passage 1  Outstanding Harvard University Alumni

I  Gap Filling

II  Short Answer Questions
1. Computer science and psychology.
2. Both American and Israeli.
5. A shift away from fossil fuels.

Passage 2  Magic Mom: J.K.Rowling

I  Organizing the Order
B–F–A–D–C–E

II  Summary Completion
1. England
2. journey
3. outlined the plots
4. under the name
5. keeps on writing
6. adults

Passage 3  Multiple Identities of Leonardo DiCaprio

I  Multiple Choice

II  Judgment
Unit 6  Psychological Problems

Passage 1  Fix Bad Moods with Happy Habits
   I  Multiple Choice
   II  Organizing the Order
       B–D–A–C–E

Passage 2  Can People’s Personalities Change
   I  Gap Filling
   II  Judgment

Passage 3  The Silver Lining in Every cloud
   I  Multiple Choice
   II  Short Answer Questions
      1. Because it helps people develop resilience.
      2. Because it causes psychological problems.
      3. The ability to respond quickly and properly to crises.
      4. Those who had experienced some negative events.
      5. A hopeful prospect in the midst of difficulty.
   III  Summary Completion
      1. psychologically damaging
      2. respond to crises
      3. problems
      4. adversity
      5. distressed and impaired
      6. subsequent
Unit 7  Nature and Tourism

Passage 1   A Farmstay Vacation

I  Organizing the Order
   E–D–A–C–B–F

II  Judgment

Passage 2   In Search of London’s Lost Rivers

I  Gap Filling

II  Short Answer Questions
   1. A series of guided walks.
   2. It was named after the Parish clerks.
   4. St Pancras cemetery.
   5. History of the rivers or London in general.

Passage 3   Three Alternative Ways to See the Grand Canyon

I  Multiple Choice

II  Summary Completion
   1. adventurous options
   2. the canyon's splendid
   3. the inner canyon
   4. in advance
   5. the waiting list
   6. limited options
Unit 8  Study Abroad

Passage 1  China's Booming Student Export Market

I  Multiple Choice

II  Judgment

Passage 2  A Life-Changing Journey in North Carolina

I  Gap Filling

II  Short Answer Questions
1. Portugal.
2. Doctoral program in comparative biomedical sciences.
3. One year.
5. Freedom of choice.

Passage 3  Tips to Apply for Study Abroad Scholarships

I  Organizing the Order

II  Summary Completion
1. study abroad scholarships
2. ambiguous environment
3. foreign language proficiency
4. non-personal interviews
5. good academic records
6. bad need